
The third party is Kin Gungaku "Gold Military" which was conceived as a complicity with me 

(Nagano) who provided employment contracts for the primary offenses to be hired.

　It is not a "law of promoting illegal employment" which is a special law prescribing aid

acts and promoting acts against illegal work that was created to comply with international

law against the illegal acts of Chinese against illegal employment,

Illegally provided "False Employment Agreement" so that the status of residence was easily

obtained. So I was in Japan. I was illegally working because I was in Japan. I abused the

"criminal assault" of the criminal law which is a general law in a causal relationship with.

In the case of

As far  as  I  know, not  only  for  us  but also for  staff  members  and diplomats  from the

Philippine  Embassy  in  2015,  "Assassination  Crime"  has  been  applied  with  criminal

disposition with similar illegal logic .

Since international law violation is taking place on a daily basis, please urgently respond.

1. The aid for assisting illegal employment is stipulated in Article 2, Article 73 of the 

Immigration Act, "Special Law", "Crime for Promoting Illegal Employment."

I and KinGungaku (Gold Military Academy) do not do the act prescribed in "illegal 

employment promotion crime" so that the former offenses, the police officers, the 

prosecutor can also be accepted.

※ The "counsel" written in the indictment is a violation of the applicable law as it refers to 

aiding acts against the cancellation of the status of residence, which is the administrative 

penalty described in Article 22-4-4-4 of the Immigration Control Act .

No employer who hired a former offender has been disposed of as "illegal employment 

promotion crime" prescribed by Immigration Control Act without disposition.

2．If so, the former offenders who are hired and forced to work illegally are also equal 

under the law, without disposal. Therefore it is not guilty.

3．If so, that there are no assistants to illegal employment, including me.

2. Next, it is said that the provision of "false employment contract" made it easy to acquire 

the status of residence as a causal relation of application of the "criminal penalty" of 

criminal law, but it is unjust.
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